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ABSTRACT
This Paper surveys different techniques of acquiring Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum Systems.
It classifies different systems, indicates the strongpoints and weakness
of each, along with some applications.
One method, The Single Dwell Serial PN Acquisition System is then
focused on in detail. The detail includes analysis of standard version,
derivation of the mean time to acquire, the variance, the probability
of detection and the probability of a false alarm.
In the last section of the paper the analytical results of the Single
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BACKGROUND 
A basic definition of a Spread Spectrum System is one in which the transmitted
signal is spread over a much wider frequency band than the minimum bandwidth
required for transmission.
A typical Spread Spectrum System takes a base band signal (with a relatively
small bandwidth; for example a few kilohertz) and distributes the signal over
a bandwidth of many megahertz.
The bandwidth spreading is accomplished by modulating the information to be
sent with a pseudorandom code which is independent of the information.
When the Spread information reaches the receiver, it must be despread. The
information recovery is accomplished by a synchronized reception with the
pseudorandom code at the receiver.
The general types of Spread Spectrum Systems in use today employ Direct
Sequence, Frequency Hopping, and Chirp Techniques.
A "Direct Sequence" Spread Spectrum communications system modulates the
information by a digital code sequence whose bit rate is much higher than the
information,
1
Figure 1 	 Ideal Frequency Spectra for a Direct Sequence System
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Figure 1 shows a typical frequency spectrum for this type of system.
Next in types are the Frequency Hopping Systems. These systems shift the
carrier frequency in discrete increments in a predetermined pattern, which is
determined by the pseudorandom code.
In the Pulse Type Systems, the carrier frequency is swept through a wide band
of frequencies during a pulse interval.
After understanding what Spread Spectrum Systems are, one would like to know
why these systems are used, who uses them, and when they are used.
A simple example using an expression by C. E. Shannon will illustrate one
reason why Spread Spectrum Systems are used. For the purpose of this
discussion (and of particular interest in Spread Spectrum Systems) the noise
power is due to narrowband jamming.
Where C = Capacity in bits per second
W = bandwidth in hertz
N = Noise Power due to narrowband jamming or narrowband interference.
S = Signal Power
for small S/N ratio 	 0.1
rearranging
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For a typical system with an information rate of 4KBPS, and an environment
where noise is 100 times greater than the signal, the information must be
transmitted in a BW of
As can be seen from Equation [1], that for a low information rate for a given
N/S, the bandwidth W must be increased.
This increase in bandwidth is obviously, the spreading we've been talking
about.
If the noise power was due to white noise with a Power Spectral Density (PSD)
of N0 then one would have N = N oW and for small S/N
C = 1.44 (S/N0)
which is the limiting factor and one cannot expect to do better than this by
increasing the bandwidth.
Some important advantages are enabled by Spread Spectrum Systems. The order
of preference would be dependent on the user and application. See Table 1.
The properties in Table 1 are a result of the large bandwidth and of the
pseudorandom code used to modulate the information.
The area that Spread Spectrum Systems encompasses is so vast, exciting, and
filled with numerous applications. The application of selective addressing
is described by the following scenario.
A military environment consisting of a ground base, air fleet of some
bombers, helicopters, fighters, naval fleet of carriers, destroyers, escorts,
etc.
The fighters want to talk to the carriers about landing while the bombers are
receiving information from the ground base on a target. Using selective
addressing this is easily accomplished.
4
Table 1 Process Gains
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Of course, most of the advantages are seen to be important to the
military; they are becoming more and more useful to Industry.
Code division is possible for multiple access by many users. An office
systems might use this type of set-up.
Interference rejection may be needed due to natural or man made
disturbances, due to buildings, mountains, etc.
Since the signal power is spread over a wide band, the low-density
power spectra in any small bandwidth is small. Therefore, Spread
Spectrum Signals are perfect for signal hiding or low probability of
intercept (LPI) communications. Again, a very important aspect in
military communication systems.
In concluding the what, why, when and who's of Spread Spectrum Systems
we leave knowing that a Spread Spectrum Systems expands the bandwidth
of a signal, transmits the expanded signal and recovers the desired
signal by remapping the received Spread Spectrum Systems into its
original spectrum. We also note that there has been a trade of increased
bandwidth for the purpose of error-free information in an environment
where narrowband jamming is present.
When designing Spread Spectrum Systems for use in a noisy or jamming
environment it is necessary to take into consideration the losses of
the system, and a useful system output signal to noise ratio.
Jamming margin is the term in a systems specification that relates the
above to the processing gain of the system.
In a Spread Spectrum Receiver, if the received signal is in phase with
the local reference signal the desired signal shall collapse to its
original bandwidth before spreading. Any unmatched signals such as
jamming is spread by the local reference to its bandwidth or more. A
filter then rejects all but the desired narrowband signal. Hence the
Spread Spectrum Receiver enhances the desired signal while suppressing
the unmatched signals (jamming, noise). This enhancing is known as the
"Process Gain".
6
The processing gain which is developed from a sequential signal bandwidth
spreading and despreading process can be estimated by the simple rule of
thumb.
Where the BWRF is the bandwidth of the transmitted Spread Spectrum Systems
and Rinfo is the information rate of the baseband signal.
DIRECT SEQUENCE SYSTEMS 
Of the Spread Spectrum Systems in use, the best known and most widely used is
the Direct Sequence Systems.
The reason Direct Sequence Systems are in such wide use is due to their
relative simplicity. They are simple in the sense of their hardware
requirement.
Specifically, these systems do not require a high speed, fast-settling
frequency synthesizer. The latter being required in Frequency Hopped
Systems.
As a result of the above, it is likely that Direct Sequence Systems will
continue to be very popular and commercial applications of such systems will
also be evident in the foreseeable future.
The intent of this Thesis is not to give an in-depth look at every aspect of
Direct Sequence Systems, but for the purpose of background information, it
shall briefly mention some aspects or characteristics of Direct Sequence
Systems.
A Direct Sequence Systems as mentioned earlier is modulation of a carrier by
a code sequence. In general, the format may be any type of amplitude or
angle modulation, but 180 ° biphase shift keying is very common. Figure 2
shows a typical Spectrum for a 180 ° biphase modulated carrier.
Figure 2 A Typical Spectrum of a
180• Biphase Modulated Carrier
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As seen in the figure, the mainlobe null to null bandwidth is equal to twice
the clock rate of the code sequence, and the sidelobe null to null bandwidth
is equal to the clock rate of the code sequence.
The suppressed carrier which is a result of 180 ° biphase modulation and the
constant envelope level (so that the transmitted power efficiency is
maximized for the bandwidth used) are some reasons why this type of
modulation is the most common form of modulation in Direct Sequence Systems.
The Block diagram in Figure 3 illustrates a typical direct sequence Spread
Spectrum System. In the receiver, the received signal plus noise
(intentional or non-intentional) enters the mixer and the following processes
happen, assuming synchronization between the received signal and the local
code generator.
The received Direct Sequence Signal is remapped into its original spectrum
(carrier bandwidth) while the unsynchronized signal (noise) is spread into a
bandwidth equal to its own bandwidth, plus the bandwidth of the code
reference.
The system information bandwidth shall determine the postcorrelation filter
bandwidth, thereby determining the amount of power from any unsynchronized
signals. Hence the processing gain mentioned previously is realized.
Due to the nature of Spread Spectrum Systems requiring wide RF bandwidths,
some statements shall be made in regard to this topic.
The obvious reasons for desiring a large RF bandwidth are to reduce the
amount of power transmitted per hertz, and for maximum process gain for the
purpose of interference rejection.
A not-so desirable effect is the sidelobe energy, which may be high. In
Direct Sequence Systems, where other systems operate in the same or adjacent
channels, the sidelobe energy can contribute interference.
To combat this problem, different types of modulation schemes may be used, a
comparison of Direct Sequence Waveforms is shown in Table 2 . It can be
readily seen that in Direct Sequence Systems, the mainlobe bandwidth is a
function of the waveform and code rate used.
9
Figure 3 Block Diagram of a Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum System
WAVEFORM MAIN LOBE BW 3-dB BW SIDELOBE ROLLOFF RATE
BPSK 2 x code clock 0.88 x code clock -13 dB 6dB/octave
PAM 2 x coda clock 0.88 x code clock -13 dB 6dB/octave
QPSK 2 x code clock 0.88 x code clock -13 dl 6dB/octave
MSK 1.5 x coda clock 0.66 x code clock -23 dB 12dB/octave
Note: The bit rate is to be kept the same.
Table 2 Comparison of Direct Sequence Waveforms
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It should be mentioned that al though 10% of the signal power is lost due to
rejecting the sidel obe energy, much of the harmonic power is contained in the
sidel obes.
By restricting the sidel obes, the rise and fall times of the modulating
code are al so restricted, and the effect is rounding of the waveform.
In turn the triangle correlation function of the coded signal becomes
rounded. In ranging systems this would have an effect on the range
resolution, due to the inability to measure timing precisely.
As mentioned previously, the process gain is dependent on the RF bandwidth.
If the RF bandwidth is increased, by increasing the code rate, the process
gain shall increase. Another method of increasing the process gain is to
reduce the data rate.
At a first glance it might seem that the process gain can be increased
indefinitely. However, there are practical limits and some problems that
bound the process gain.
The data rate can be slowed down to the extent that the user is willing to
transfer data and by the stability of the transmission link.  The code rate
is limited by the technology of circuits that can generate high speed codes
and operate error free for hours, and even days.
A typical process gain limit might be 69dB 1 for Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum communication systems.
As seen in previous figures, the spectrum of a Direct Sequence Spread
[Spectrum Signal is of a sin x 2 form.
x
A linear maximal sequence is a code sequence which is the longest sequence
that can be generated by a l inear feedback generator. The pseudonoi se code
is actual ly a series of variable duration pulses ranging from one code clock
chip to n chips for a linear maximal sequence of 2 n -1 bits.
I. "Spread Spectrum Systems", 2nd edition, Robert C. Dixon;
A. Wiley Interscience Publication.
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For linear maximal sequence, the number of pulses with a duration of one code
clock chip is generally one fourth the total number of pulses.
Since the code sequence that is used to modulate a Direct Sequence System is
made up of pulses and the fourier transform of a pulse is a
-sin x 
x
function. Therefore, it can be seen why the power spectrum is of the
Also since one code clock chip is the shortest duration pulse, it is equal in
length to the code sequence clock period. Hence the width of the mainlobe
corresponds to twice the code clock rate.
INTRODUCTION TO ACQUISITION 
In my opinion the process of Acquisition has been and will most likely
continue to be the area of Spread Spectrum Systems that government and
industry spend the most time and money researching and developing.
There are many reasons why in my opinion the above statement is true, but I
will touch on some key factors. Since communication systems of this type are
usually for military communication systems, and the government needs better
and better systems, (by this I mean faster, more secure, harder to jam, less
chance of errors) they continue to invest time and money into researching and
developing methods of acquisition.
In industry, as different applications for Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
Communication Systems develop, the need will also develop for different
acquisition systems. This need may be due to efficiency, cost effectiveness,
time, etc.
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Acquisition is a process that searches through a region of time-frequency
uncertainty and determines whether the locally generated code and the
incoming code are closely enough aligned (usually within 1/2 chip).
Without successful acquisition, the information that is being transmitted
cannot be successfully received. Therefore acquisition of a system is vital
to the system.
Take for example the following two systems. In System One, the transmitter
and receiver are said to be fixed in location, and no multipath propagation
occurs. Assuming the receiver has knowledge of the code sequence only, here
is what would happen in the receiver.
The received signal is multiplied by the locally generated code sequence
which is out of phase with the incoming code sequence. This being the case,
the output of the multiplier is actually another spreading process. The
received signal is spread further by the local code generator.
If the conditions of the second system were the same as those of the first
except that the local code generator is in phase (or aligned) with the
received signal, the Spread Spectrum Signal will collapse back to the
original spectrum signal. Hence the importance of the acquisition process.
It is not enough that a system be able to acquire, but once it acquires
synchronization, it must be able to maintain synchronization. The process of
maintaining synchronization is called tracking.
Another area of importance in acquisition is the methods of evaluating or
comparing different acquisition systems. The methods used for evaluation are
the performance characteristics. One of the most important of these
characteristics is the mean time to acquire, TACQ.
This time depends on the type of acquisition system used, and also the
application. Generally it is desirable that the mean acquisition time be as
small as possible.
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One reason, and an important one at that, for having the mean time to acquire
be as small as possible is the obvious. The more time that passes, the more
information that is "lost", assuming the system transmits information
without knowledge that the system receiving is not synchronized. Also, and
more importantly, is that tactical communication systems are comprised of
systems that are bursty, and must synchronize instantly, or they can miss a
transmission.
Many applications of Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Systems are in use
today. The following describe some systems that are in use:
SPACE SYSTEMS 
Spread Spectrum methods have been proven effective in space systems,
especially communication satellites. The main purpose for using Spread
Spectrum Systems is for reducing interference.
AVIONIC SYSTEMS 
By far the most interesting to me, has a major unique consideration.
This unique element is the large and unpredictable range of doppler
frequency offsets. Avionic Systems have received heavy Spread Spectrum
emphasis. Several systems have been in use or are currently under
development. Some examples are the ARC-50, the oldest, produced in
early 1960's, Have Quick, and JTIDS.
Other applications include test systems, test equipment, and also position
location systems.
Due to the wide range in applications, there is a need for a range in
systems, and performance parameters, and criteria for optimum results. Hence
many methods of acquisition systems have been, and are being developed. Some
acquisition methods may be combined, or modified, again, depending on the
particular application.
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Acquisition systems may work well in one environment and possibly not at all
in another. To illustrate how different applications require different
acquisition schemes, the following example shall be used:
A specification requires that the Spread Spectrum System operates in a
SNR of -30dB. A sequential estimation system would be a terrible choice
for this SNR, yet for a SNR of -5dB, a sequential estimation system may
be fine.
This Thesis investigates a number of acquisition systems and compares,
characterizes, and discusses the advantages and disadvantages associated with
them. It also investigates useful parameters and models of some of the
systems.
In the second major section, one of the previous methods will be investigated
in detail. Analytic results shall be derived.
In the third major section, the systems described in section two will be
simulated, and analyzed on a computer. The results shall confirm the
analytical results of section two.
SURVEY OF ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES 
SLIDING CORRELATOR 
As the name indicates, a received code and the local reference code slide
into phase with one another.
A typical flow diagram of this process is shown in Figure 4. With no aprior
information, the code clock of the receiver starts out at a predetermined
rate, and an unknown area of the uncertainty region. The searching rate or
the rate of sliding through all of the possible code-phase offset positions
is upper bounded by the ability of the receiver to recognize Sync. This is
limited in response time by the bandwidth of the systems postcorrelation
16
Figure 4 Typical Flow Diagram of Sliding Correlator Process
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receiver. By the rise time SW rule and since the correlation function is two
chips in width, it is easily seen that the maximum search rate is 2/T r
where Tr = .35/BW
Spread Spectrum Systems employ long codes, so that the PIS principles hold;
shorter codes, when multiplied by interference, tend to produce correlations
which are not noise-like at all. See Figure 5.
The longer these codes are the greater the uncertainty region. Consider as
an example, a 32 register length, Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum System,
employing maximal sequences, 2 32 -1 chips.
It is therefore possible for a receiving code sequence to be offset by about
4.29 billion chips. We can see that it is possible that hours, days, or even
years, might be consumed in initial sync.
This brings us to the disadvantages of the sliding correlator: 1) when a
large degree of uncertainty is encountered, examination of all the possible
code phase positions is impractical, because of the time involved. It is for
this reason that sliding correlators are usually implemented with other
schemes. The primary advantage of this system is its simplicity. All that
is required is in some way on command, of shifting the code clock of the
receiver to a different phase.
When compared to a maximum likelihood technique, the sliding correlator
exhibits shorter acquisition time. This can intuitively be realized,
remembering that in a maximum likelihood system, a definite decision will be
made after examination of all the code phase positions. However, in the
sliding correlator, synchronization is determined by the crossing of a
threshold by the output of the detector. Therefore the search can terminate
at any point within the uncertainty region when the threshold becomes
exceeded.
Another interesting comparison is with WARDS
2 
Sequential Estimation
Technique. The serial search (sliding correlator) will yield shorter
acquisition times for input SIN less than approximately -15dB.
2. "Acquisition of Pseudonoise Signals by Sequential Estimation", R. B.
Ward; IEEE Trans. Commun., Com-13, pp. 475-483, Dec., 1965.
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Figure 5 Comparison of Cross-Correlation of Short and
Long Code Sequences with a CV Signal
19
SEQUENTIAL ESTIMATION 
The basic principle of this type of system is estimating the present state of
an incoming PN stream by examining a small number of input bits. (See Figure
6.)
The incoming coded signal is demodulated (coherently) and the data (code) is
inserted into the receiver's own sequence generator, thus defining an initial
condition.
One of the properties of a PN sequence is that the next combination of
register states depends only on the present combination of states.
Suppose one has a five bit register and attempted to load the registers with
the received code, and then tried to acquire the signal. (See Figure 6).
When the first code bit is received it is loaded into register 1. Then the
second code bit received is loaded into register 1, and register 1 shifts
into Register 2, and so on until all 5 registers are loaded.
At this point, it is noted that the first bit received is in register 5 and
the fifth bit received is in register 1. In order for the local and received
signal to be in sync, the local code generator must stop the loading, and
race ahead by 5 + K bits. Where K equals the processing delay time in
seconds times the code clock rate in bits/sec. For an N register system one
has:
After looking at the processes of the system, one can see that this method
would expect to yield rapid acquisition with an TAcq close to N/fk + T .
Of course, this all depends on the ability to make accurate estimations of
the initial states of the registers which depend strongly on the SNR among
other things. WARD
3 
has shown a time improvement of a factor of 23 for
replacing a sliding correlator with a sequential estimator. This method
offers an improvement over the serial search for SNR's down to -15dB.
3. "Acquisition of Pseudonoise Signals by Sequential Estimation", R.
Ward; IEEE Trans. Commun., Com-13, pp. 475-483, Dec., 1965.
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Figure 6 Block Diagram of Sequential Estimator System
The major draw back of Sequential Estimation is its vulnerability to
interference, since the demodulator demodulates the code received without the
benefit of the processing gain.
When the interference is strong, the receiver will try to acquire the
interference. Thus sequential estimation is not useful for multiple access,
or in tactical radio environments characterized by bursty communications or
severe jamming.
However, sequential estimators find use in precision ranging or continuously
operating strategic links. Sequential estimation is also attractive in
systems that deal only with natural disturbances.
THE SINGLE DWELL SERIAL PN ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
This method of acquisition is based on a variation of time difference between
the incoming and local PN waveforms. The local PN code is advanced (or
retarded) by a fixed amount (usually a fraction of a chip) at uniform
increments in time. In effect, a sweep of the uncertainty region from one
end to the other shall be performed.
Take a look at Figure 7. Here is what happens:
A) The timing epoch of the local PN code is set, and the locally
generated PN signal is correlated with the received signal plus
noise.
B) At this point, one of two events can take place:
1. The two signals are not in alignment and the output of the
correlator would actually spread the signal.
2. The two signals are in alignment. If this is the case, one
would have the despread spectrum.
22
Figure 7 Mock Diagram of a Mosta bell PM Acquisition System
The envelope is extracted and integrated for a time t d , the dwell time. At
fixed examination interval s, which are long compared to a chip duration, the
integrator output is compared to a threshold. Based on the level,  a decision
is made to whether the two codes are in synchronization.
If the threshold is not exceeded, the search control inhibits a clock pulse to
the PN generator, so that the local code phase slips to the next cell
(usually one-half chip) and the process is repeated.
When the incoming and local PN sequences are in course al ignment, the
threshold will be exceeded with high probability, and the local PN code will
not be slipped. It will remain in the same phase relative to the incoming
signal. The search will then be stopped, and tracking will be initiated.
MATCHED FILTER SYNCHRONIZERS 
A matched filter is a device that generates a time reversed replica of the
desired signal when its input is an impulse. As TURIN 4 states, "The transfer
function of a matched filter is the complex conjugate of the signal to which
it is matched."
Matched filters that are used on the front end of receivers tend to be
surface acoustical wave (saw) type. Saw matched filters are passive devices,
generally made up of delay elements. The longest acoustical matched filter
consists of a series of short lines that reach a total of 4000 chips.
A typical delay line matched filter is illustrated in Figure 8.
The matched filter is designed to recognize a particular sequence, or for
that matter, a part of the sequence. Each delay element is required to have
a delay that is equal to the period of the expected code clock.
Due to the above requirement, each element will contain the energy
corresponding to one code chip at any one time.
4. "An Introduction to Matched Filters", G. L. Turin; IRE Trani. Info. Th.,
June, 1960.
24
Figure 5 A Typical Delay Lime Notched Filter
The total output is n times greater than the unprocessed output. This output
is then put into a threshold device and if threshold is exceeded, a
predetermined code generator state can be started, and correlation can
follow.
As one increases the number of delay elements n, the signal enhancement
offered by this technique also increases, G (delay line matched filter) = 10
log n. However, for 100 MCPS codes, G is limited to approximately 36dB for
production length range of 20- 40msec.
When designing the delay elements of the matched filter it is very important
that the delays accurately represent the clock period of the code sequence to
be detected. When accurate representation is present, the signal summation
is perfect. On the other hand, when the signals are mismatched, there is
overlapping into adjacent elements.
UNIVERSAL TIMING 
An interesting technique in use primarily in satellite communications, is
that of Universal Timing. The idea is when accurate, dependable universally
known time is available it can use that information to set all code
generators to predetermined states. Of course, it is possible due to
propagation delays, for the received signal and locally generated signal to
be offset, therefore some sort of Search-and-Track capability is needed.
The use of the Universal Timing concept is used often in satellite
communication systems, since accurate distance information is known and
therefore the search process can be minimized.
The future looks very bright for this concept employed in mobile use,
especially as more accurate and stable frequency sources and computerized
position estimation methods are developed. The computerized position
estimation methods can provide more accurate information for range
compensation.
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As one can see, there are many ways of acquiring synchronization in Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum Systems. Each of these methods have strong points
and weak points. The following two methods are grouped together because they
are basically similar. The first makes use of a special coding for sync
acquistion, and the second uses synchronization preambles, which are
primarily short special codes.
SPECIAL CODES 
The ever so important need for rapid acquisition of Spread Spectrum Systems
brought about the use of special codes for the specific purpose of more rapid
sync acquisition.
As stated previously, the types of acquisition processes
along with their performance characteristics, etc., depend on the
application. With this in mind, let's talk about the Jet Propulsion Lab
(JPL) component code.
The JPL component code is the best-known easily acquirable type. The component
code is composed of several shorter codes, each of different length. These
shorter codes, when combined, result in a code with a length (2 m-1) (2n -1)
(2r-1), where m ≠n n≠ r and a special correlation property.
The special correlation property is different from the correlation property
of a maximal linear sequence. In an m-sequence, there is only one point of
autocorrelation, where as the component codes have one more correlation
property than there are components in the code.
As an example of the synchronization process in a system employing a JPL code
consisting of 3 component codes with say (2 m-1) = 300, (2n -1) = 700, (2 r -1) =
1000 chips. (From this m, n, and r are approximately eight, nine, and ten
respectively). The following can be seen.
Synchronization is accomplished by cross-correlation of one of the component
codes with the composite code. A partial correlation will occur when the
component code reaches synchronization with its partner, within the composite
code. The partial correlation is the signal to start the next component code
cross-correlation. The above process is repeated until all component codes
are synchronized with their respective counterparts within the composite.
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When this occurs, the correlation is the same as if the process had simply
synchronized the composite code. The main advantage is that this process
provides rapid acquisition without the use of a preamble or anything besides
the composite code. With component codes of the above, a search totaling





It should go without saying that there are disadvantages also. The major
disadvantage is there is a decrease in SNR in the correlator output, when all
code components are not locked. Therefore this would not likely be used in
an environment where there is substantial interference.
One of the most effective methods that make use of a sliding correlator are
synchronization preambles. They are special code sequences short enough to
allow search through all possible code positions in some reasonable time, but
they are limited to how short they may be by correlation properties. Another
factor which influences length of the preamble, are interference rejection
requirements.
One idea on the use of synchronization preambles is to send one at the
beginning of each transmission (for example push-to-talk operation). This
would allow operation when knowledge of range, speed and/or direction is
unavailable.
The major disadvantages come about from the major advantage of the preambles
being short. The disadvantages stated simply are: the acquisition process
is more vulnerable to false correlations and to possible reproduction by a
would-be interferer.
TRANSMITTED REFERENCES 
When reflecting on the different methods of sync acquisition, one notices
similarities and/or modifications of methods. The systems that follow are
similar in the sense that they use information that is transmitted, to
acquire sync.
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In the event that the receiver must be the simplest possible, a good choice
is to utilize the transmitted reference system. This system minimizes the
hardware needed in the receiver, since a local code generator, search or
tracking circuits or any code related mechanisms are not required. Thereby
reducing complexity, cost, weight and size of the receiver.
Operation of a transmitted reference receiver is quite simple. (See Figure 9 .)
The local reference generated in the transmitter is sent to the receiver
along with the signal to be demodulated. The carrier frequencies are offset
by an amount equal to the 1st IF in the receiver. When the two signals are
mixed, a correlated IF is produced.
If the system is to be used in an environment of active jamming or interference,
precautions must be taken since any two frequencies that differ by the
frequency of the IF will cause false synchronization.
Another disadvantage is that noise is introduced in the transmission process,
which degrades the performance of the receiving system.
When simplicity of the receiver isn't a big factor, a system that provides
rapid access to a direct sequence signal is a process called burst
synchronization.
The concept of burst synchronization is to transmit a short, high speed
message. The message contains only code and/or carrier sync. The
information that is to be transmitted follows a switch to direct sequence.
The high peak power available to a low duty cycle burst transmitter would
cause a would-be jammer to require an inordinately large amount of continuous
RF power to jam. Therefore, this system is also useful when there is
interference or jamming.
THE MULTIPLE DWELL SERIAL PN ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
The Multiple Dwell System is a generalized single dwell system. The Multiple
Dwell System offers additional threshold testing, each with its own dwell
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FIGURE 9 TRANSMITTED REFERENCE SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD
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time, over the examination interval. After each dwell time, a decision is
made whether to continue with the next integration (dwell time) or to update
the code phase.
Many Spread Spectrum Systems employ long codes, and therefore most cells
searched correspond to incorrect alignments. Using a Multiple Dwell System,
a misalignment will quickly be identified and dismissed, compared to the
single dwell , which must wait until the entire dwell period has been
examined.
A block diagram of an N-dwell time PN acquisition is shown in Figure 10.
All N integrate and dump circuits start at the same time, and begin
integrating for their individual dwell periods. The dwell periods are such
that:
At t = tdl, the first dwell period is completed, and the output of the
integrate-and-dump circuit is sampled.
A threshold comparison is made, and if it is exceeded, it will initiate the
2nd integrate-and-dump circuit to be sampled at time = t 
d2'
 The process is
repeated as necessary, until either all thresholds are exceeded, this meaning
verification of alignment, or until a threshold is not exceeded.
In the latter case, a signal will cause the local PN code generator to update
the phase, and reset all integrate dump circuits.
In reality all the individual integrate-and-dump circuits would be repleace
by a single continuous time integrator whose output is sequentially sampled,
not dumped, at tt 	 tdi depending on the
= di' td1+ td2' 	 td1+td2
outcomes of the first 1-1 threshold comparisons. The integrator will be
reset only after a decision has been made to update the code phase.
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FIGURE 10 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF M-DWELL PM ACQUISITION SYSTEM
If for some reason all thresholds are exceeded, and verification is initiated
when in fact the incoming signal and the local code replica are not in phase,
one must characterize the penalty time T for false alarm.
It is convenient to model T as an integer multiple of the additional time
required by the N-th dwell,
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ANALYSIS OF SINGLE DWELL SERIAL PN ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
I prefer to use the following method for determining the mean and variance of
the acquisition time because it allows one the benefit of seeing how false
alarms effect the mean and variance of the acquisition time.
The following assumptions are made for this derivation:
1. No aprior knowledge of the correct cell's location within the
total uncertainty region is available.
2. A cell by cell search of the entire uncertainty region is repeated
until the correct cell is detected.
Calculation of the mean and variance of the acquisition time 
Calculation of mean acquisition time for P FA=o and PD. constant.
Definitions: 	 PD 	 = Probability of Detection
1-PD = Probability of no detection has occurred
PFA 	 Probability of a false alarm
K 	 The particular search of the uncertainty region
during which the correct cell is first detected.
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The probability density function of K can be seen to be the geometric
probability density function
As a result of the PFA = 0, the detection probability for each complete
search of the entire uncertainty region is equal to the detection
probability for the correct cell, that is P D .
To calculate N u 	 the number of cells searched without success of detection
prior to the Kth search during which the correct cell will be detected,
simply multiply the number of unsuccessful searches through the
uncertainty region by the number of cells passed per search. Thus,
Equation [2] represents the time expired in passing through the above
unsuccessful series of searches.
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By making use of the definition of




After combining Equations [3] and [4] one obtains
The mean time of Equation [5] represents the mean time of the unsuccessful
series of searches. To calculate the mean time to acquire it is necessary to
account for the successful search, the kth search, during which the acquisition
process will terminate at the location of the correct cell.
Letting m denote the correct cell location (m = 1, 2, 3 	 q) the time
required to reach the correct cell once the kth search is initiated is thus,
The probability density function of m is
since it is equally likely for the
correct cell to be found any of the q cells.
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The mean of m, m, is readily seen to be
Finally to obtain an expression for the total acquisition time , Tacqo,simply
add the time of unsuccessful searches to the time of the successful search,
Tu ' and T respectively.
For the mean we have
and combining Equations [5] and [6] gives the final result
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Equation [7] represents the mean acquisition time assuming P FA = 0.
Calculation of the variance of the acquisition time for P FA=0 and P D=Constant
The variance of the acquisition time will be calculated in a similar manner
as the mean of the acquisition time. First the variance of the unsuccessful




By making use of Equation [4] repeated below for convenience:
and after differentiating the above one obtains
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After combining equations one obtains
The variance of the acquisition time of Equation [8] represents the variance of
the acquisition time of the unsuccessful series of searches. To calculate
the variance of the acquisition time again it is necessary to account for the
successful search, the Kth search, during which the acquisition process will
terminate at the location of the correct cell.
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The variance of m is as follows:
The variance of the acquisition time of a successful search is:
The addition of the variance of the acquisition time for unsuccessful and
successful searches, Equations [8] and [9] yield the total variance of the
acquisition time
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Equation [10] represents the variance of the acquisition time assuming
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Effect of Non-Zero False Alarm Probability 
The previous results, Equations [7] and [10], assumed a false alarm probability,
PFA = 0' In the following section, the previous equations shall be modified
to incorporate a non-zero false alarm probability.
After K searches the total number of cells searched is equal to N u '+m. One
shall note however that during each search of the uncertainty region at most
one cell is correct. Therefore K cells are correct for K searches and there
is a possibility of a false alarm only on any of the
remaining cells.
It can be seen that NFA is the maximum number of false alarms that may
occur. Letting n equal the actual number of false alarms that occur, each
with a probability P FA of occurrence, then conditioned on NFA , n has the
binomial probability density function
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The expected value is calculated as follows
After factoring out NFA and PFA one obtains
To further simplify, let y = n-1. The result yields
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The quantity being summed is the binomial probability of y false alarms in
N FA
-1 trials. Since the sum over all possible values of y equals one, then
Since for each of the n false alarms a penalty time of Kt d seconds is
assessed, then the penalty time due to false alarms is
The total acquisition time is the sum of Tacqo + Tp
The mean acquisition time is obtained by averaging Tacq
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Using Equation [11], along with the following
Similarly using Equation [11] one has
By averaging Equations [14] and [15] over the distribution N FA , one arrives at the
unconditional second and first moments of Tacq.
 Thus
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Equation [13] represents the mean time to acquire a single dwell direct
sequence spread spectrum system having a non zero false alarm probability.
To obtain the variance of T acq' one has from the basic definition
from before, one knows that
for q »1
one obtains
Using Equation [12] one can calculate the expected value of the acquisition
time (conditioned on NrA ) squared.
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and finally the variance of Tacq is
Equation [173 represents the variance of a single dwell direct sequence spread
spectrum system having a non zero false alarm probability.
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EVALUATION OF P D AND P FA
The general philosphy for determining the detection probability, P D and the
false alarm probability, PFA' in terms of PN acquisition system parameters,
is as follows. (Refer to Figure 7)
First the probability density function for X or equivalently R is determined.
Then by transformation of random variables the probability density function
for y is also determined (See Appendix I for derivation of the above)
As can be seen in figure 7, y(t) is the input to the integrator. If y(t)
were sampled at intervals T = 1/B, then these samples are approximately
independent and the integrator can be approximated by a summation. From
this the probability density function of the output Z can be determined.
The probability of a false alarm is the probability that Z exceeds the
threshold when the signal is absent.
The probability of detection is
Equations [18] and [19] show the interrelation of PD, P FA' S/N, bandwidth and
dwell time.
The reader is requested to refer to Reference 15 for additional insight to
Equations [18] and [19].
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COMPUTER SIMULATION
The system that was simulated was a single dwell serial PN acquisition
system. Figure 7 is a block diagram of such a system.
The purpose of the simulation was to investigate, show and verify how
the level of noise affects the mean time to acquire, the number of false
alarms and the number of missed detections for a single dwell serial PN
acquisition system.
GENERAL COMPUTER SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 
I. 	 Generate received code
2. Generate local code
3. Generate gaussian noise
4. Correlate the received code plus noise with the local code
5. Integrate the correlator output for a period of time
6. Compare integrator output with a threshold
7. Shift the local code on command.
The above requirements form a baseline for the program.
SPECIFIC COMPUTER SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 
CODE LENGTH
For the purpose of restricting the actual computer time while still
obtaining worthwhile results, I chose to use a seven bit feedback
generator as the code generator.
The seven bit feedback generator is set up as in figure 11. The generator
has bit number one and seven combined in an exclusive or configuration
and then fed back into bit one, when the generator shifts to the right.
This configuration yields a linear maximal sequence of
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FIGURE 11 7 BIT FEEDBACK GENERATOR CONFIGURATION
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GAUSSIAN NOISE 
The noise used in the simulation is gaussian noise. The level of the
noise is changed for each set of runs. The gaussian noise is generated
by the following program lines 5
To change the noise power the variable VAR is changed.
CORRELATION 
The process of correlation consists of multiplying the received signal
plus the gaussian noise by the local code generator.
Figure 12 shows the correlation process.
The computer program correlates the signals and integrates the
correlator output over a period of five chips. During each chip five
different values of noise are added to the received code and correlated
with the local code.
5. "Understanding Computer Science - Volume II", R. S. Walker; Texas
Instruments, Inc., Dallas, 1985.
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FIGURE 12 CORRELATION PROCESS
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THRESHOLD 
The value of threshold used in the program was
Since known values for correlation over the partial code length weren't
readily available, the threshold was determined by observing partial
correlation values and from the following.
If the local and received codes are in phase, and the value of noise
added to the received code was zero, the threshold value would be
Where 5 is the dwell time in chips
The program divides the threshold by a factor of 2.5 thus setting a
value of 10 for a sync threshold level for no noise present. After
observation over many runs the threshold was set as stated above.
FALSE ALARMS 
A false alarm means the simulated system thought the codes were in
phase. A false alarm is recorded when the following events occur.
A. The integrator output exceeds the threshold and proceeds to
confirm synchronization.
During confirmation the local code phase is kept as is and the
next five chips are processed.
B. The integrator output is then compared with the threshold and
found to be less than the threshold. Appendix II, Section 1 shows
a computer printout of this process.
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MISSED DETECTIONS
A missed detection means that during a complete search through the
entire uncertainty region, the threshold was not exceeded three
consecutive times. A missed detection is recorded by the program after
the local code generator shifts 128 times. The program is capable of
recording up to five missed detections before obtaining synchronization.
Appendix II, Section 2 shows a computer printout of this process.
FLOW DIAGRAM 
A simplified diagram for the simulated Single Dwell Serial Acquisition
System is shown in figure 13.
SYNCHRONIZATION 
Synchronization means that the received code and local code generator
are in phase with each other.
The decision that the simulated system has obtained synchronization is
made after confirming that the threshold has been exceeded three
consecutive times.
Appendix II, Section 3 shows a computer printout of this process.
RESULTS OF SIMULATION 
The simulation was performed for a number of different S/N ratios, and
averaged over 32 runs for each S/N ratio. Table 3 shows a summary of the
mean acquisition time, the mean number of false alarms, and the mean number
of missed detections for each S/N ratio. Appendix II, Section 4 shows the
computer printouts for each S/N ratio. The mean time to acquire versus the
S/N ratio for the simulated single dwell serial acquisition system is shown
in figure 14.
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S/N in Table are relative to a process gain of 30dB.
The numbers listed in the Table above are the mean numbers per run.
Table 3 Summary of Simulation Data
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COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The computer program used to simulate a Single Dwell Serial PN Acquisition
System was written in Basic. The program is shown in Appendix II, Section 5.
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Figure 14 Curve of the Neon Acquisition Time for a
Single Dwell Serial Acquisition System
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
After examining the data in Table 3; the following conclusions and recommendations
were determined.
As can be seen in the Table, as the S/N is decreased, (greater noise power)
the mean acquisition time, Tacq, increases. This is evident in particular by
observing the Tacq and the mean number of missed detections in Table 3, for S/N
of -20dB, -21dB, and -21.75dB. It is seen that the mean number of missed detections
are the main contributors to the increase in the mean acquisition time. The
contribution to an increase in the mean acquisition time due to a false alarm is
much less than that due to a missed detection (i.e., 3 chips per false alarm and
128 per missed detection).
It is also noticed that for the S/N of -17dB and -20dB the mean number of missed
detections are equal, yet the mean acquisition times differ. This is probably
caused by the random initial code phase between the received and local code.
For future recommendations I would keep the initial code phase between the
received and local code generators constant and then study the affects of S/N on
the change in mean acquisition time, from the expected (the expected can be
determined from the known initial starting position) acquisition time. This
would give a better understanding of how the false alarms and missed detections

















CALCULATION OF THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF Y 
For the following analysis refer to Figure 7.
A = 	 rms signal amplitudeω0
ω0 = the radian carrier frequency
nc (t) ' n s (t) are band limited, independent, low pass, zero mean
Gaussian noise processes with a variance,
where N0 is the single sided noise spectral density and B is the
noise bandwidth of the predetection band-pass filter.
The output of the square low envelope detector is
transforming variables es yields
R and θ are not statistically independent because of the term 2ARcosθ
in the above equation. Therefore to obtain P(R) we integrate over
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